Accessories
Door mirror caps, chrome optic - £95 (Fitting £24)
Attention to detail can make all the difference. Raise the overall visual impact of your Stonic by
complementing its exterior styling with these high-gloss stainless steel caps.
Set of 2.

Entry guards - £75 (Fitting £24)
First impressions always count. These stainless steel entry guards give a flash of premium
shine to welcome passengers to your Stonic. They’re a custom fit and feature the Stonic logo.
Set of 4.

Side trim lines, brushed - £90 (Fitting £24)
Uniquely elegant; these brushed stainless steel mouldings give the side countours of your Stonic
a new lease of life with a subtle optical touch.
Set of 4.

Tailgate trim line, chrome optic - £65 (Fitting £24)
Made-to-measure, made-to-impress: add a rugged or polished edge to your stainless steel. It’s
eye-catching from the rear, as well as empasising the other exterior styling features from every
angle.

Floor mats, all weather, with grey accent, LHD - £48 (Fitting £0)
Whatever adventure you’ve been on, don’t worry about wet, muddy or sandy shoes when you
get back in the car. These durable and easy-to-clean floor mats protect the whole
of your cabin floor. With a customized shape and fixing points to hold them firmly in place.
Set of 4.

Rear bumper protector, chrome optic - £70
Just the right fit, just the right protection: whenever you load and unload heavy objects or
luggage, this sturdy yet stylish stainless steel protector provides an effective shield against
any paintwork damage to your rear bumper. Available in both high-gloss and brushed
stainless steel.

Side door mouldings - £105 (Fitting £24)
Extra style, extra protection: add even more sporty elegance to the sleek profile lines of your
car and protect your side bodywork from scratches and scrapes at the same time. Can be
painted in your car’s colour for one cohesive finish.

Trunk liner - £47
For vehicles with luggage undertray, boot floor in upper position.
However wet, muddy or grimy things get, this custom made liner will protect your trunk area.
It is durable, anti-slip and waterproof with raised edges. The textured anti-slip surface helps
prevent loads moving around. Custom-made and designed to complement the interior of
your car carrying the Stonic logo branding.

Trunk mat, reversable - £46
For vehicles with luggage undertray, boot floor in upper position.
Off to school, off to the supermarket, off on holiday: you have different cargo depending on the
situation. This dual-function trunk mat gives you versatile protection - with the soft cushioning
of high-quality velour on one side and a resilient dirt resistant surface on the other.

Dog Guard - £210 (Fitting £54)
Easier transport, higher comfort: for passengers and a pet dog. This robust grid is easy to install
and perfectly fitting between the rear seatbacks and roof. It makes sure everything stays securely
where it should, without restricting the drivers rear view. Usable only when the headrest is in the
lower position.

Armrest with a storage box LHD - £190 (Fitting £54)
Phone, house keys, wallet...this dual-function armrest and compartment gives you support and a
place to keep everything in handy reach. Mounted on the driver’s seat and adjustable for
maximum comfort.

Mudguard kit, front - £27 (Fitting £24)
In bad weather and on rough terrain, protect the underbody, sills and doors of your Stonic from
excessive dirt, slush or mud-spray with these sleek, customer-made mudguards.
Set of 2.

Mudguard kit, rear- £27 (Fitting £24)
In bad weather and on rough terrain, protect the underbody, sills and doors of your Stonic from
excessive dirt, slush or mud-spray with these sleek, customer-made mudguards.
Set of 2.

Would you like more information?
Please call our team on (+350) 200 46401
Or email at parts@bassadone.gi

42 Devil’s Tower Road
200 79004 or 200 46402
parts@bassadone.gi
www.bassadonemotors.gi

